Special Profit Alert

Meet James Rapholz,
America’s independent
authority on free market
economics
James Rapholz is the
editor and publisher of
the acclaimed Economic
Advice newsletter—
ranked #1 by Select Information Exchange (SIE).
It’s no wonder.
Economic Advice has
consistently delivered an
impressive record of stock
wins like these:
• Yamana Resources
(YRI) climbed 1,337%
in only 14 months.

• Zimbabwe Platinum

(ZMPLF) skyrocketed
1,610% in a mere 11
months.

• Crown Resources

Corp. (CRCE) rose a
phenomenal 6,500% in
just 39 months.

In fact, if you had followed his preferred portfolio last year, you would
have made a 425% return.
And if you had invested in Mr. Rapholz’s super
select top five stock picks
over the same period, you
would have made a mindboggling 600% profit.
Now in this Special
Profit Alert America’s
top free market expert
is recommending
America’s #1 deal
maker—Donald
Trump.

ALSO INSIDE:

Receive 5 Special
Reports FREE to help
you maximize your
profits in the times
ahead.

October 2006 • $4.95 Value • Complimentary Issue
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SIE’s #1-rated investment publisher announces:
Behind the handcrafted mahogany doors of his gold-accented
boardroom, legendary deal maker Donald Trump has taken
ACTIVE PARTICIPATION in a very secret venture…
This venture DOES NOT have Trump’s name attached to it like so many
of his other ventures—but could be the flagship marketing
arm for virtually every Trump brand…
Act now before the word gets out and you could find yourself making
an astounding profit of 500% or more in the next 18 months in…

“Trump’s
Secret Deal”
You could turn $5,000
into $25,000 in just 18
months. Here’s why…
➤ This venture includes lucrative opportunities in magazine marketing,
the poker phenomenon, a new Trump
Wine and even a deal with Disney.
➤ Donald Trump’s chain of recent
successes could lead to a profitmaking snowball effect pushing
the value of this stock even further.
➤ At just $1-a-share, this #1-rated
investment publisher is putting his own money into this
investment and is enthusiastically recommending this
golden opportunity to his
subscribers.
The story starts on page 3…
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James L. Rapholz:

Famous for finding golden opportunities that routinely
deliver profits of 1,000% or more!
Rated #1 by the Select
Information Exchange, the
world’s largest independent
broker of stock market letters.

F

or over 20 years, professional
investors and financial institutions have relied on James
Rapholz for sound advice on free
market economics, geopolitical
trends and precious metals, energy
and other stocks.
He is also the acclaimed editor
and publisher of Economic
Advice, Select Information Exchange’s #1-rated
stock market newsletter.
In the pages of this Special Profit Alert, James
Rapholz will reveal the name of a virtually unheard of Donald Trump venture with the potential
for producing profits of 500% or even more.
It’s because of golden opportunities like this
one that have made the subscribers of Economic
Advice very, very rich.
Here’s just a sample of James Rapholz’s wealthmaking recommendations:

• Cusac Gold Mines Ltd. (CUSIF) soared
750% in just 10 months.

• Yamana Resources (YRI) climbed 1,337% in
only 14 months.

• Zimbabwe Platinum (ZMPLF) skyrocketed
1,610% in a mere 11 months.

• Crown Resources Corp. (CRCE) rose

research and first-hand experience.
James Rapholz’s track record also
includes not only wins in gold and
mining but also energy and technology as well as little known stocks like
this new IPO from Donald Trump.
Plus, in the following pages he
will also share with you a few tantalizing other picks to whet your appetite. But, of course, the real question
is: what is his overall track record?

Try an average of 425%
If you had followed his preferred portfolio last
year, you would have made profits of over 425%.
And if you had invested in James Rapholz’s best
gold picks you would have profited 1,300%.

So why is the leading free market
expert recommending Donald Trump?
Yes, James Rapholz plays to his strength as a
gold, precious metals and energy expert. But, ultimately, he’s about leading his subscribers to kingsized profits. When he sees a golden opportunity
to make money, it is his duty to report it.
He has applied the same diligent research to
this company as he does with all his stocks and
believes this Donald Trump stock offering is something to crow about.
To learn more about other wealth-building
picks and free market opportunities from James
Rapholz each and every month, subscribe to
Economic Advice. For details see page 11.

6,500% in 39 months.

Those successes are the result of his extraordinary economic insight combined with extensive
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Trump’s Secret Revealed Here
A 500% profit in just 18 months!

• A lucrative magazine-based marketing strategy that touches virtually every Trump brand
• A plan to profit in the growing international poker phenomenon as it burns white hot
• A new Trump Wine served at every Trump resort, a deal with Disney and much more

Why would anyone NOT invest in this new stock—
especially at just $1 a share!
Dear Profit-Minded Investor,

T

My Trump-size Golden Opportunity
Stock Pick for 2006–2007

his may be your one and only chance to get to the
top of a Trump-size opportunity as the elevator
door is just opening.

Stock Symbol:		

OTCBB: PPBL

You see, I have spent my career seeking out small
companies with the potential for big-time returns.
And I have to say I’ve been enormously successful.

12-Month Projection:
18-Month Projection:
Recommendation:		

$3.75
$5.00
Strong Buy

As editor and publisher of the #1-ranked
Economic Advice newsletter, I’ve led my select group
of subscribers to 425% average annual returns in my
preferred portfolio.
Many stock picks of mine have pulled in several
times that amount, such as:
• Teton Energy, up 683%
• GeoGlobal Resources, up 610%
• Consol Energy, up 772%
But now I’ve spotted a $1-a-share stock I believe
you will find exciting. I know I did. Let me tell you
why I’m strongly recommending this virtually unknown Trump opportunity to my subscribers.

The 3 reasons why I love this stock:
Trump, Trump and Trump
If it involves Donald Trump, it’s going to thrive.
Period. I’ve followed Mr. Trump throughout his
career, and I know that he’s made very few

premiere publishing group, inc.

Please note: This is an aggressive recommendation with strong potential for rich
returns. To minimize your risk, I recommend limiting your investment to $5,000 or
no more than 5% of your portfolio.

mistakes. The best testament to that? He’s currently
worth about $5 billion dollars.
But the fact that he’s a brilliant entrepreneur and
deal maker is only part of the story.
Trump has an immeasurable star power. As we’ve
seen with his hit NBC show, The Apprentice, Donald
Trump has proven to be an enormously popular
figure. And that ensures an eager buying audience
wherever he goes—and a premium price for whatever
he sells.
True story: When I discovered this little-known
stock and its quiet relationship with Donald Trump,
I immediately sent for information to learn more.

Call Toll-Free: 1-866-903-7100 to subscribe 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

When my regular FedEx delivery man, Robert,
Continued on page 
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❝

All of these businesses have Donald Trump’s blessing, his
endorsement and his monthly hands-on involvement.
I don’t see how it could go wrong!

❝

Continued from page 

read whom the package was from…his eyes nearly
popped out of his head.
“Gee, Mr. Rapholz, I didn’t realize that you
knew Donald Trump. Can I bring my mother over
to shake your hand? Trump is her idol! She
follows every move the man makes!”
Well, what else is there to say?
Of course, when I saw what was in the box further
justified my excitement. Which is why I am naming
Premiere Publishing Group, Inc. (OTCBB: PPBL)…

My Trump-size Golden Opportunity
Stock Pick for 2007
Premiere Publishing is an aggressive operation. It
thinks big and is driven to succeed. You see, most new
ventures don’t show an immediate profit. They actually project for initial losses.
But, since its $2.5 million funding in
October 2005, the Company announced an
operating profit of $216,000 for the 2nd
quarter ending June, and it expects increased
profits in forthcoming quarters.
This is proof positive
that this Trump venture
is not being run by an
apprentice, but by an
elite management team
worthy of overseeing a
Trump operation.

It represents the billion-dollar Trump brand, including all of his products, all of his properties, all of
his programs and all of his licensing. It’s already a real
moneymaker with big plans to expand.
Trump Animation—Yes, believe it or not,
Premiere Publishing Group is ironing out a deal with
Disney Studios to develop a prime-time cartoon
featuring Donald Trump. Revenue estimates for the
show project $6.5 million from the first 10 episodes.
The first 40% goes to Disney, the rest to Premiere
Publishing Group.
Trump Wine—Following the success of Trump Ice
and Trump Vodka, Premiere Publishing has engaged a
private world-class winery (pending Mr. Trump’s approval) to produce and package a signature vintage,
Trump Wine. With a huge built-in customer base at
Trump casinos, restaurants and hotels, as well as expanding outside sales, Premiere
Publishing could expect $6 to $10
million in the first 12 months.
Custom Publishing—Capitalizing on their existing publishing
resources, this division provides
turnkey magazine publishing services
primarily to the red-hot gaming and
casino industries.

Trump Magazine
is a big seller on
the newstand, and
popular with the
business and
social elite.

And with five corporate divisions already in
place, Premiere is poised
to make a mint. Here
they are:
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Trump Magazine—This is Trump’s flagship publication, a luxury glossy magazine aimed at ambitious
professionals.
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One publication is currently produced for PartyPoker.com, the largest
online poker site in the world. As you
can imagine, Premiere Publishing
Group isn’t only printing magazines,
it’s virtually printing money.
Poker Life Magazine—Created
to capitalize on today’s incredibly
Subscribe online: www.TrumpProfits.com

popular, billion-dollar poker phenomenon. Of course,
the revenue is not only in subscription sales, but also
in advertisers who are benefiting from this neverbefore-seen gaming trend.
In fact, this magazine is already a huge success and
poised to continue to grow aggressively.

The AVERAGE household
income for Trump Magazine
subscribers is $220,000
A lot of money can be found in the pockets of
those who read Trump Magazine. That means higher
subscription and newsstand sales. And because these
are the demographics that make advertisers salivate,
they’re assured chart-busting revenue from ads.
People with money from New York to South
Florida to Las Vegas, they all buy Trump Magazine.
The wealthiest people in just about every far-flung
corner of the world read Trump Magazine.
Believe it or not, even the Chinese social and
business elite make up a sizable portion of the subscriber list to Trump Magazine as well as Premiere
Publishing Group’s other big publication, Poker Life
Magazine. (More in a moment.)

Guaranteed ad dollars from
other Trump brands
Because Trump Magazine is skilled at crossselling all of Trump’s other products, properties and
licensing programs, they have a large built-in ad revenue stream. And, of course, all this cross promotion
helps fuel the Trump brand, which in turn, helps fuel
Trump Magazine sales!
In addition, they’re attracting new outside advertising dollars every day, including Broadway shows,
four-star restaurants, world-class jewelers, exotic
sports car dealerships, fine furriers and others—all
from companies lusting after Trump’s affluent readers.
Trump Magazine was originally distributed in
Donald Trump’s various hotels and casinos. Now, in
addition to the in-room edition, there’s also a national
edition, a New York City edition and very soon, a
Florida edition…
Continued on page 6

Call Toll-Free: 1-866-903-7100 to subscribe 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Donald Trump’s
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#

Midas Touch
Trump real estate
investment properties

N

ew York real estate professionals
speak in awe of The Trump Factor. It’s
a phenomenal 15% to 50% rent premium (and sometimes a lot more) for any building
that has the Trump name put on it.
Case in point: In 1995, Trump paid $1 million for a building at 40 Wall Street and renamed
it The Trump Building. Today, that building is
worth $400 to $500 million!
Of course, part of that success was also due
to his famed deal-making savvy. Trump was
able to renegotiate a restrictive ground lease
on 40 Wall Street—a feat that no previous
owner managed to accomplish. After which,
he undertook a massive renovation effort,
completely revamping the building’s interior.
“Nobody could get concessions from the
ground owners,” a Manhattan realtor remarked.
“That right there was an enormous conquest.
But that’s Donald for you, he’s just enormously
charming and he finds a way to make the
impossible come true.”
To learn more about Trump’s Midas Touch
and its impact on Premiere Publishing Group,
read my Special Report,
My Trump-size Golden
Opportunity Stock Pick
for 2007. It’s a $19 value,
yours FREE when you
My Trump-size
G
olden
subscribe to Economic
Opportunity
Advice in the next 10
Stock Pick
days. For details see
for 2007
page 13.
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Meet the
leadership team

onald Trump does not go into partnership
with just anyone. This team of professionals is an elite group Trump trusts with not
only his flagship magazine, but with virtually
every brand in the Trump lineup.
Michael Jacobson
President and CEO
Michael Jacobson has established
himself as an innovative publishing
and sales executive in consumer publishing, custom publishing and electronic media for
18 years.
His considerable knowledge of the gaming industry led him 3 years ago to orchestrate an in-room
publishing deal with Donald Trump—which led to
the birth of Trump Magazine.

Brett Ashley
Executive Vice President of Sales
Brett Ashley has enjoyed a distinguished career in sales, management
and successful business launches.
As Premiere’s executive vice president of sales, he
drives the advertising relationships on the company’s
flagship publications. His experience also includes
serving as partner in a major marketing and communications firm as well as associate publisher of Radio
City’s Headliner magazine.

Aaron Sigmond
Creative Director
Aaron Sigmond has been publishing
executive, spokesman, media consultant
and writer in consumer publishing and
electronic media for 15 years.
During that time he has successfully launched
more than two dozen publications. His clients include
the National Audobon Society, Esquire magazine,
Playboy magazine and select private equity firms.
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Trump Magazine flies off the shelves
A “sell-through” rate is the quantity actually
sold at the newsstand versus what was shipped.
The average sell-through rate for magazine issues is
18%. I was shocked to learn that.
But, Trump Magazine is averaging a 40% to 45%
sell-through, which is paying for the paper and
printing, and making all advertising pretty much
pure gravy.
Of course, because it’s Donald Trump, hundreds
of thousands of dollars worth of free publicity comes
easy. The magazine has been featured on Access
Hollywood, The New York Times, a variety of radio
stations across the country, Forbes Magazine…the list
goes on.

Donald Trump meets Mickey Mouse?
Premiere Publishing has a preliminary agreement with Disney Studios to produce an animated
cartoon series featuring the likeness and character
of Donald Trump.
Disney will be lending its story and animation
expertise to a pilot and ten 30-minute episodes in
exchange for a 40% share of the gross sales, merchandise and distribution revenue. The projected
revenue from Trump Animation for the first 10
episodes is $6.5 million.
Note: Financial icon Warren Buffett is already
announcing his animated children’s series to show
young ones the importance of smart investing.
Look for a trend.

Pour a glass of Trump Merlot?
Premiere Publishing Group is already working
with a renowned vintner to produce and package a
unique Trump vintage to the various Trump resorts
and properties around the world as well as fine
restaurants and wine shops.
Of course, Trump Magazine will reinforce Trump
Wine brand awareness among its target audience of
upwardly mobile and discerning consumers by way
of editorial and advertorial coverage.
Subscribe online: www.TrumpProfits.com

Premiere Publishing Group’s
secret million-dollar profit source:
custom publishing
With all the talent and resources in place
for Trump Magazine and Poker Life Magazine,
Premiere Publishing Group has found a brilliant
way to produce a new stream of revenue without
investing too much capital: custom publishing.
The custom publishing business is booming,
growing faster than any other form of print media
right now—doubling to a $48 billion market since
1999. And Premiere Publishing Group is right
there taking full advantage of it.
Currently, Premiere Publishing Group custom
publishes two magazines, WorldPlayer, which is circulated in South Africa, and PartyLife, a publication for
PartyPoker.com, the world’s largest online poker site.
Both magazines are aimed at the lucrative and
burgeoning gambling business, and together
are worth an extra $800,000 in net profits a year.

Trump spots trends—
the big trend is poker
That’s not surprising since they’re riding the
wave of today’s super-hot billion-dollar gaming
business. It’s an international phenomenon.
Megabookstore retailer, Barnes & Noble, (B&N)
reported a 63% sell-through of Poker Life Magazine.
That’s three times the industry average. Other
publications at B&N have
been performing 30%
to 34% sell-through.
They just can’t keep Poker
Life Magazine issues in the
stores. The Las Vegas airport, for example, saw the
magazines sell out within
10 days.
Premiere Publishing
Group is extremely encouraged about this magazine as
a revenue stream.

Poker Life Magazine is an
outstanding success outselling the national average
for sell-throughs by 300%!

Add it up. Premiere
Publishing receives

Donald Trump’s

2

#

Midas Touch
Trump seminars
at $16,000 per minute

A

few years ago, CBS News reported that former
President Clinton was commanding “almost
unheard-of appearance fees,” and cited, as an
example, how Morgan Stanley Dean Witter had paid
Mr. Clinton $100,000 to speak at an event.
Sorry, CBS, but $100,000 is just chicken feed compared to what people are willing to pay to hear Donald
Trump.
Trump recently conducted three 1-hour classes for
the Learning Center on “How to Succeed in Real
Estate,” and received for his time…

$1 million for 1 hour!
That’s more than $16,000 a minute!
“The last time he taught for us over 20,000 students
came—and this year he’s even bigger,” said Bill Zanker,
Learning Annex president and founder. “I know that a
million dollars an hour will get him into the Guinness
Book of World Records, but he’s worth it!”
By comparison, the average Learning Center course
has a couple of dozen students, and the instructors
usually get paid little more than peanuts.
Trump changed all the rules. Trump’s seminars on
wealth building attract as many as 61,000 attendees.
In other words, they can pay Trump $1 million and still
make money—plus, benefit from all the extra publicity!
To learn more about Trump’s
Midas Touch and its impact on
Premiere Publishing Group, read my
Special Report, My Trump-size
Golden Opportunity Stock Pick
My Trump-size
for 2007. It’s a $19 value, yours
Golden
Opportunity
FREE when you subscribe to
S
tock Pick
Economic Advice in the next 10
for 2007
days. For details see page 13.

Continued on page 
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DRINKS BUSINESS REVIEW

Trump Vodka sees
flurry of orders

F

rom an article dated April 12, 2006, U.S. spirits group,
Drinks Americas Holdings, said that orders for its Trump
Super Premium Vodka have reached 40,000 cases in the
first 30 days of presenting to wholesalers, representing approximately $5 million in advance orders from a limited number of
states.
Drinks Americas said it is currently in the process of
adding distributors and related order flow in additional states.
The company expects to begin shipping in its first fiscal quarter,
which begins May 1, 2006.
“When we announced the beginning of the Trump Super
Premium Vodka line in November, we were highly honored to
be able to add such a marquee name to our product roster,” said
J Patrick Kenny, CEO of Drinks Americas. “There is a high level
of anticipation evolving among distributors, retailers and consumers for the launch of the brand.”
Mr. Kenny further states: “As we indicated at that time, in
our view the Trump name is one of the most recognizable and
valuable global trademarks in existence today, synonymous with
the very best in class. In keeping with our plan, we have successfully searched the world for the very best super premium
product.”
Note from James Rapholz: “I am sharing this news article
with you to underscore the power of Donald Trump’s name and
his drive to deliver excellence.
“I believe his hands-on involvement in the operations of
Premiere Publishing Group only raises the likelihood of
another Trump win.”
To learn more about Trump’s standards of
excellence for Premiere Publishing Group, read
my Special Report, My Trump-size Golden
Opportunity Stock Pick for 2007.
It’s a $19 value, yours FREE when you
subscribe to Economic Advice in the next 10
days. For details see page 13.
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My Trump-size
Golden
Opportunity
Stock Pick
for 2007

revenue from the sales of magazine advertising, magazine sales, fees for turnkey magazine publishing—PLUS revenue-generating
promotional events, including the World
Series of Poker Lifestyle Show.

This is great news for investors
who can take advantage of the closest
thing I’ve seen to a sure thing in my
22 years of writing Economic Advice.
But not every opportunity is so easy to
pick. That’s why I wrote Economic Advice
in the first place. Each month I present a
PhD-level of research into profit-making
stocks that are not so easy to find.
That’s why I am inviting you to join me
and my select group of Economic Advice
subscribers to explore wealth-making stock
opportunities like Premiere Publishing
Group, Inc.

Take advantage of Trump-size
golden opportunities every month
Every month, Economic Advice presents
you with the highest-potential stock picks I
can find. In fact, if you had followed my select
gold picks alone last year, you would have
made a Trump-size profit of over 1,300%.
Most of my pages are devoted to small,
emerging companies. These are usually
low-priced stocks often in energy and precious metals—especially gold. These are a
profitable sector that should be part of every
investor’s portfolio.
And with the geopolitical trend as it is, I
can help you understand the energy and precious metals market and how to profit from it.
Plus, I look for real hidden gems, like
Premiere Publishing. For example, for
months I have recommended Clearly
Canadian. It’s a special situation that already
has risen from $2 to $3.15 since May.
So, what can you really expect from
Subscribe online: www.TrumpProfits.com

Economic Advice? Let me give you a sample
of three stock picks I have shared with my subscribers that I believe will go through the roof in
the next 12 months.

So, do you want me to name names? Here are
three stocks I describe in my new Special
Report, 3 Little-Known Stocks Ready to
Explode 500% or More.

Rapholz Stock Pick A:
A penny stock to think about

This emerging North American precious
metals mining company just posted a net income of $52,030 for the second quarter of 2006,
and expects to increase the third quarter’s profit
by threefold, and it’s currently selling for less
than a penny a share.
Stock Pick A is benefiting from brilliant
management that has succeeded in cutting labor
costs, maximizing operational efficiencies, and
increasing the grade of ore being produced.
The company sold 992 ounces of gold at an
average price of $542 per ounce during the first
quarter of 2006, generating revenues of $537,806.
If their management’s projections come together as planned, Stock Pick A will be grossing
$10,080,000 per year. If this comes true, the company’s net will be approximately $5,040,000 per year.
Not too shabby for a cheap little penny stock.
If they meet all expectations, this penny stock
could see $3 a share…

Rapholz Stock Pick B:
Big new gold and silver lode

Imagine investing in a company that has
just discovered $732 million worth of silver and
$2.6 billion worth of gold—in a mine that has a
projected life of 6.5 years. That’s the profile of a

3

Midas Touch

The hit NBC show, The Apprentice

D

onald Trump’s runaway hit, The Apprentice, is
probably the clearest evidence yet of his tremendous
and broad-based appeal. At the same time, his appearance on the show keeps his image up front and helps
fuel his popularity.
The Apprentice’s first season averaged a phenomenal
20.70 million viewers and 7.5 rating. And the season finale
pulled in an eye-popping 41.5 million people, which means…
…About 1 of every 7 Americans
tuned into Trump’s
The Apprentice!
Now entering its sixth season,
it remains one of NBC’s mostwatched shows. And it attracts one
of the most upscale audiences on
TV, a group that advertisers are
desperate to sell to.
Other wealthy entrepreneurs
and personalities have tried to
evoke the same kind of Trump
magic but were doomed:

❝

“It’s the idea
that if you hang
around [Trump],
amazing things
will come your
way.”

❝

You will note that these are usually smallpriced stocks with huge profit potential often
not yet discovered, and on the verge of a huge
price run.

#

Donald Trump’s

—Mark Burnett,
Producer, The Apprentice

• Mark Cuban, owner of the
Dallas Mavericks, tried a show—it failed.
• Richard Branson, founder of Virgin Airlines, tried a
show—it failed, quickly…miserably.
• Martha Stewart tried a version of The Apprentice—it
never got off the ground.
The Apprentice is a huge success, in my opinion, because of Trump’s incredible charisma and business brilliance.
To learn more about Trump’s Midas Touch
and its impact on Premiere Publishing Group,
read my Special Report, My Trump-size
Golden Opportunity Stock Pick for 2007.
It’s a $19 value, yours FREE when you
subscribe to Economic Advice in the next
10 days. For details see page 13.

My Trump-size
Golden
Opportunity
Stock Pick
for 2007

Continued on page 10
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Company

Gain through Nov 2005

$5-a-share opportunity I’ll call Stock Pick B.

Consol Energy “Coal!”

Up 772%

Stock Pick B is an intermediate gold producer
with mines and development projects in ore-rich areas
of Russia, Chile and South Africa.

Kinross Gold

Up 349%

Magellan Petroleum

Up 237%

Glamis Gold

Up 1,019%

It also has a very high number of institutional
shareholders. This is a very good sign when you are
checking out the statistics on a company.

GeoGlobal Resources

Up 610%

Lumina Copper

Up 737%

Crown Resources Corp.

Up 4,440%

Great Basin Gold

Up 502%

Yamana Resources

Up 1,337%

Teton Energy

Up 683%

I consider Stock Pick B an excellent investment for
those of you who are looking for a safe precious
metals investment. You should see your money double
before this economic cycle ends.

Rapholz Stock Pick C:
Gold profits in your IRA?

Okay, Stock Pick C is not really a stock pick at all.
It’s a mutual fund, a pool of what I believe are
winning gold mining securities.
Listed on the American Stock Exchange, this fund
invests in both silver and gold and maintains a ratio of
50 ounces of silver to 1 ounce of gold.
It’s a near perfect proxy for bullion, which cannot usually be held in an IRA, or other tax-protected
plans. This fund is my favorite, and will likely do
wonders for the balance of your retirement plan!

2

You’ll receive the inside scoop on specific
companies from my unique perspective as a
free market expert.
It is important that investors have an experienced
guide to read the signals and forces of a free-market economy. But knowing the trends and cycles is not enough.
You need a financial advocate who digs deep into a
company’s financials and weighs the data against the
current geoeconomic climate.
In the end you’ll know exactly why I recommend
each stock before I add it to my list and why I’m confident it is headed for greatness.

3

As a subscriber to my newsletter Economic
Advice, you will be able to tap into a mother lode of
moneymaking information and uncover a source of
undreamed-of wealth and security. For example…

You’ll get straight talk about geoeconomics
and global politics, and how they affect the
U.S. economy, your financial security and your
investments.

1

Most of my subscribers tell me they appreciate my
insights on the world scene because they know I tell
it like it is. I don’t sugarcoat it or try to razzle-dazzle
them. I cut straight to the point and let them know
what’s happening and what they should do.

You’ll discover my most profitable stock picks
month after month.

Every month you’ll have the opportunity to explore fortune-building stock picks like the ones in the
chart above right that have made my subscribers very,
very rich.
Take a look at some of my recent winning picks in
the next column. To be frank, not all my picks have
done this well. But consider these averages. In the last
year alone, my preferred portfolio averaged a gain of
over 425%.

4

You’ll get clear no-nonsense signals to buy,
sell or hold so you always know what to do to
maximize your profits.
You’ll know exactly which stocks and funds I think
you should put your money into. And, I suggest how
you should allocate your money among them.
Let’s face it, my newsletter isn’t pretty. There’s not a

10 E C O N O M I C A D V I C E
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lot of fancy artwork or computer graphics. I don’t put
it on the web like a lot of other newsletters.
I do email a printable PDF file of the newsletter
and special alerts to all my subscribers.
It’s an old-fashioned typewritten, hard-copy newsletter that’s jam-packed with the kind of solid, downto-earth information that investors want and need.
To put it bluntly, my Economic Advice newsletter
cuts through the bull and shows you how to protect
your wealth and make spectacular profits during
market upswings or downturns.
Plus, with each monthly issue, you’ll discover the
world’s hottest gold, precious metals, oil and energy
stocks—as well golden opportunities like Premiere
Publishing Group.

Take advantage of a 2 year subscription
and get 5 Special Reports worth
$145—absolutely FREE
MY BEST DEAL. Call today and receive 24
months of the best information on precious metals,
energy and energy stocks you’ll find anywhere. You’ll
save $146 off the regular subscription price. Plus,
you’ll get these 5 Special Reports worth an additional
$145 absolutely FREE:

Surprising
Economic
Forecasts for
2007 and
Beyond

As a precious metals expert, I have
started two mining companies. I have
made my living as a professional investor. I even taught economics at the prestigious Johnson & Wales University.

It’s a $19 value, yours FREE when you subscribe
to Economic Advice.

Make Runaway Profits
from GOLD & ENERGY STOCKS

It’s a $39 value, yours FREE when you subscribe to
Economic Advice.

5 Canadian Royalty Trust
Stocks That Will Get You a
12% Dividend Paid Monthly
Yes, it is possible to get a 12% dividend on your money and get paid
every month with considerable safety.
The secret is an investment opportunity with our friends to the North.
Canadian Royalty
Trust Stocks
That Will Get You a
12% Dividend
Paid Monthly

These are not pink sheet stocks. And, all are NYSEtraded stocks that will get you solid cash flow monthly.
This Special Report shows you how to start.

It’s a $39 value, yours FREE when you
subscribe to Economic Advice.

The Exploding Oil Crisis and
Coming Gold Boom
Oil prices are skyrocketing and
gold is surging. Is it too late to profit?
No! Opportunities are still to be had
when you take advantage of the nine
fortune-making forecasts in this

Surprising Economic Forecasts
for 2007 and Beyond

But my readers know me for my ability to interpret
current events and see how they affect the market. That’s
why in this Special Report, I want to offer you my insights for what’s ahead in the world of investing. These
are amazing forecasts you won’t find anywhere else.

How to Stay Ahead
of the Herd and…

You can’t get rich buying the same stocks everyone
else is buying. But, where do you look? In this Special
Report, you’ll discover that economics is the subconscious mind of the stock market. Learn how to read it
and profit. You won’t be counted among the fools that
run out and buy what’s hyped by the TV pundits.

Outsmarting the “Smart
Money”: How to Stay Ahead of
the Herd and Make
Runaway Profits from Gold
& Energy Stocks

Special Report.
You’ll see how you can protect yourself and make
profits of up to 1,300% or more as rising oil prices
ignite the biggest gold and energy stock boom ever…
It’s a $19 value, yours FREE when you subscribe to
Economic Advice.

3 Little-Known
Stocks Ready
to Explode
500% or More

3 Little-Known Stocks Ready
to Explode 500% or More
Take advantage of my three
most promising stock picks in
energy and natural resources.

In this Special Report, I will walk
you through the trends shaping up in
the next 18 months that can make you profits of 300%,

Call Toll-Free: 1-866-903-7100 to subscribe 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Continued on page 12
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Special Profit Alert

      • Outsmarting the “Smart Money”:

Continued from page 11

400%, 500% and more.
I will name these little-known stocks and offer my
best advice to help you fatten your portfolio in the
coming year.
It’s a $29 value, yours FREE when you subscribe to
Economic Advice.
This portfolio of profit-making tools is a combined
value of $490, but it is yours for just $199. But frankly,
with the information you’ll find in just one
issue you’ll more than make your money back.

Can’t commit to 24 months? Subscribe
for 1 year and still get 2 Special
Reports FREE
Call today and take advantage of 12 months of my
best recommendations for precious metals and energy
stocks. You’ll save $22 off the regular subscription
price. Plus, you’ll get these 2 Special Reports worth an
additional $58 absolutely FREE:

      • Surprising Economic Forecasts for 2007
and Beyond (A $19 value—yours FREE!)

How to Stay Ahead of the Herd and
Make Runaway Profits from Gold
& Energy Stocks (A $39 value—yours FREE!)

Of course if you’re a busy person who needs information fast and slow snail mail is just not good
enough, you can always take advantage of my Emailonly offer and save even more…

My BEST Email-Only deal
You’ll receive 24 monthly issues via email for just
$149. You’ll save $50. Plus, receive 3 FREE Special
Reports worth $97:

      • Surprising Economic Forecasts for 2007
and Beyond (A $19 value—yours FREE!)

      • Outsmarting the “Smart Money”: How
to Stay Ahead of the Herd and Make
Runaway Profits from Gold & Energy
Stocks (A $39 value—yours FREE!)

      • 5 Canadian Royalty Trust Stocks That
Will Get You a 12% Dividend Paid
Monthly (a $39 value—yours FREE!)
What you should consider now

My Trump-size Golden Opportunity
Stock Pick for 2006–2007
premiere publishing group, inc.

Stock Symbol:		

OTCBB: PPBL

12-Month Projection:
18-Month Projection:
Recommendation:		

$3.75
$5.00
Strong Buy

Please note: This is an aggressive recommendation with strong potential for rich
returns. To minimize your risk, I recommend limiting your investment to $5,000 or
no more than 5% of your portfolio.

❶	Go online or call your discount broker to

invest in Premiere Publishing Group, Inc.
(OTCBB: PPBL).

❷	Subscribe to my Economic Advice newsletter
to follow all of my buy-hold-sell recommendations on Premiere Publishing and other
precious metals and energy stocks.

❸	Log on to www.TrumpProfits.com to read
my Special Profit Alert online.

Disclaimer: James L. Rapholz’s Economic Advice is an independent paid circulation newsletter. This mailing piece is a solicitation for subscriptions. James
L. Rapholz’s Economic Advice did not receive any direct compensation with respect to the writing of this mailing piece. This stock was chosen to be profiled
after James L. Rapholz’s Economic Advice completed due diligence on the stock. James L. Rapholz’s Economic Advice expects to generate new
subscriber revenue, the amount of which is unknown at this time, to its newsletter through the distribution of this mailing piece. Geneva Financial Services paid
six hundred fifty-six thousand, two hundred fourteen dollars and twenty cents to marketing vendors, to pay for all the costs of creating and distributing this report
including printing and postage in an effort to build investor awareness. This publication does not provide an analysis of a company’s financial position. Premiere
Publishing Group, Inc.’s financial position and all other information regarding Premiere Publishing should be verified with the company. Information about
many publicly traded companies and other investor resources can be found at the Securities and Exchange Commission’s website at www.sec.gov. Investing
in securities is speculative and carries risk. It is recommended that any investment in any security should be made only after consulting with your investment
advisor and only after reviewing all publicly available information, including the financial statements of the company. This mailing piece is not intended to be,
nor should it be construed as, an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. James L. Rapholz’s Economic Advice presents information in this
report believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
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Subscribe online: www.TrumpProfits.com

A GREAT Email-Only deal

To subscribe now simply…

With this offer you’ll receive 12 monthly issues via
email for just $99. You’ll save $50. Plus, receive this
FREE Special Report:

Call Toll-Free1-866-903-7100
24 hours a day, 7 days week
Or, you can also subscribe online:

• The Exploding Oil Crisis and Coming Gold

Visit www.TrumpProfits.com

Boom (a $19 value—yours FREE!)

Whatever deal you choose, I urge you to act now
so that you can take full advantage of all the fortune-making opportunities like Premiere Publishing Group, Inc. (OTCBB: PPBL) and others that I’ll be
highlighting in every issue. And, rest assured, you can
order now with complete confidence because of my…

Whatever you decide, please act soon. It’s only a
matter of time before the news of Donald Trump’s
secret deal gets out. Act now and you could make a
killing with this virtually unknown publishing
company with the Trump touch.
Sincerely,

Gold-Bound 100% Money-Back
Triple Guarantee!
1. You must be completely satisfied with my

Economic Advice newsletter, or I will promptly
refund every penny of your subscription price—
no questions asked.

I f at anytime you don’t find the Economic
Advice newsletter is helping you protect your
financial security and maximize your profits in
gold, precious metals and energy stocks…
simply let me know within 30 days and I will
give you a complete refund.

2. After 30 days, you can still cancel anytime for
a full refund of the unused portion of your
subscription.

3. If you cancel, you may keep all the Special

Reports and any issues you’ve received with my
compliments.

James Rapholz
Editor and Publisher
James L. Rapholz’s Economic Advice
P.S. If you subscribe within the next 10 days, I’ll
send you an additional Special Report, My Trumpsize Golden Opportunity Stock Pick for 2007
(a $19 value, yours FREE).
This Special Report includes my
complete evaluation of Premiere
Publishing Group, which was so
compelling I put my own money into
this once-in-a-lifetime profit-making
opportunity.

My Trump-size
Golden
Opportunity
Stock Pick
for 2007

Here’s what you get when you subscribe for 24 months
24 monthly
issues
of Economic
Advice
newsletter
8 informationpacked pages
on investing,
geopolitics, the
economy and
more.

Weekly
email
alerts

Unlimited
website
access

Vital, can’t-wait
information
when events
happen quickly and the time
to act is now.

Volumes of
valuable
tips and
information,
as well as the
Economic
Advice
archive.

Surprising
Economic
Forecasts for
2007 and
Beyond
How to Stay Ahead
of the Herd and…

Make Runaway Profits
from GOLD & ENERGY STOCKS

Canadian Royalty
Trust Stocks
That Will Get You a
12% Dividend
Paid Monthly

3 Little-Known
Stocks Ready
to Explode
500% or More

5 FREE
Special
Reports
A complete
library of
profit-making
information to
help you prosper in 2007
and beyond.
A $145 value.

A total value of $490!

Call Toll-Free: 1-866-903-7100 to subscribe 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
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Special Profit Alert

Join me for 2 years and get my
complete Gold and Energy Stocks Profit
and Protection Portfolio
Plus, receive 5 Special Reports
—a $145 value, yours FREE!
Surprising
Economic
Forecasts for
2007 and
Beyond

3 Little-Known
Stocks Ready
to Explode
500% or More
How to Stay Ahead
of the Herd and…

A $19
value

4 easy ways to
subscribe to
Economic Advice

Make Runaway Profits
from GOLD & ENERGY STOCKS

A $39
value

Canadian Royalty
Trust Stocks

❶ CALL

That Will Get You a
12% Dividend
Paid Monthly

A $39
value

A $19
value

Toll-Free

A $29
value

1-866-903-7100

24 hours day, 7 days a week

Or, subscribe for 1 year
and receive 2 Special
Reports—a $58 value, yours
FREE!

Surprising
Economic
Forecasts for
2007 and
Beyond
How to Stay Ahead
of the Herd and…

A $19
value

10-day Quick Response Bonus!
Respond in the next 10 days, and I’ll send you my Special Report My
Trump-size Golden Opportunity Stock Pick for 2007 (a $19 value).
In this specially prepared report I dig deep to reveal to you even more
compelling reasons why you should invest in this company today. But get
this report now…because once news gets out about Premiere Publishing
Group, there will be a stampede of investors pouring in.

Make Runaway Profits
from GOLD & ENERGY STOCKS

A $39
value

❷ ONLINE
Log on to

A $19
value

www.TrumpProfits.com

My Trump-size
Golden
Opportunity
Stock Pick
for 2007

My Gold-Bound 100% Money-Back Triple Guarantee!
You must be completely satisfied with my Economic Advice
newsletter, or I will promptly refund every penny of your subscription
price—no questions asked. If at anytime you don’t find the Economic
Advice newsletter is helping you protect your financial security and maximize your profits in gold, precious metals and energy stocks…simply let
me know within 30 days and I will give you a complete refund.

❶

❸ FAX

Fax both sides of the New
Subscriber Savings Certificate to

1-954-782-3935

❷

After 30 days, you can still cancel anytime for a full refund of the
unused portion of your subscription.
If you cancel, you may keep all the Special Reports and any issues you’ve received
with my compliments.
									 James Rapholz
									 Editor and Publisher
									 James L. Rapholz’s Economic Advice

❸
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❹ MAIL

Fill out and return the New
Subscriber Savings Certificate
in the postage-paid envelope
provided

Subscribe online: www.TrumpProfits.com

New Subscriber Savings Certificate

PPG4583A

4 Yes! I want to maximize my profits with recommendations like Premiere Publishing
q

Group and many others found in the pages of Economic Advice. Please begin my subscription
for the term checked below, and send me my FREE Special Reports. I understand that I can keep
all of my Special Reports, even if I should cancel within 30 days for a 100% money-back refund.
Step 1:

Please choose your subscription term

q 10-day Quick Response Bonus!
I am ordering within 10 days. Please send
my FREE copy of My Trump-size Golden
Opportunity Stock Pick for 2007 (a $19 value).

q BEST DEAL—Email Only!

2-year email subscription for $149. Save
$50. Get 24 monthly email issues, timely email
updates and unlimited website access. Plus,
receive 3 FREE Special Reports worth $97:

•S
 urprising Economic Forecasts for 2007 and Beyond
(a $19 value—yours FREE!)
•O
 utsmarting the “Smart Money”: How to Stay Ahead of the Herd
and Make Runaway Profits from Gold & Energy Stocks
(a $39 value—yours FREE!)
• 5 Canadian Royalty Trust Stocks That Will Get You a 12%
Dividend Paid Monthly (a $39 value—yours FREE!)

q GREAT DEAL—Email Only!

1-year email subscription for $99. Save
$50. Get 12 monthly email issues, timely email
updates and unlimited website access. Plus,
receive this FREE Special Report worth $19:

Step 2:

is my check/money order payable to
q  Enclosed
Economic Advice for $______ (USD).

q Bill my: q

State:				

Expiration date:

1-year subscription for $149. Save $22 off
the regular subscription price. Get 12 hardcopy monthly issues, timely email updates and
unlimited website access. Plus, receive 2 FREE
Special Reports worth $58:

q

City:

q BEST DEAL—Hard Copy!

q GREAT DEAL—Hard Copy!

q

Address:

Card #:

•S
 urprising Economic Forecasts for 2007 and Beyond
(a $19 value—yours FREE!)
•O
 utsmarting the “Smart Money”: How to Stay Ahead of the Herd
and Make Runaway Profits from Gold & Energy Stocks
(a $39 value—yours FREE!)
• 5 Canadian Royalty Trust Stocks That Will Get You a 12%
Dividend Paid Monthly (a $39 value—yours FREE!)
• The Exploding Oil Crisis and Coming Gold Boom
(a $19 value—yours FREE!)
• 3 Little-Known Stocks Ready to Explode 500% or More
(a $29 value—yours FREE!)

q

Name on card:

• T he Exploding Oil Crisis and Coming Gold Boom
(a $19 value—yours FREE!)

2-year subscription for $199 USD. Save $146
off the regular subscription price. Get 24 hardcopy monthly issues, timely email updates and
unlimited website access. Plus, receive 5 FREE
Special Reports worth $145:

Please choose your payment method

Zip:

3- or 4-digit security code:
Signature:
Daytime phone:
(Needed for credit card orders)

Email address:
(If you want to receive via email)

Step 3:

Please choose your delivery method

q Please expedite delivery of the newsletter by sending
it by email. I’ve included my email address above.

q Please mail my copies to the address shown on

the other side of this page. I will be sure to make any
corrections to my address above or directly on the
mailing label on the reverse side before returning the
New Subscriber Savings Certificate.

Mail to: James L. Rapholz’s Economic Advice
3907 N. Federal Hwy #185 •Pompano Beach, FL 33064-9889

•S
 urprising Economic Forecasts for 2007 and Beyond
(a $19 value—yours FREE!)
•O
 utsmarting the “Smart Money”: How to Stay Ahead of the Herd
and Make Runaway Profits from Gold & Energy Stocks

Order Now, call Toll-Free

1-866-903-7100
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Or, visit www.TrumpProfits.com

✃

Please make any necessary changes to your name and address on the other side of this page. Complete and mail this page in the postagepaid envelope provided. Notice: All prices are in U.S. dollars.

Call Toll-Free: 1-866-903-7100 to subscribe 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
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Special Profit Alert
#1-ranked investment advisor gives STRONG BUY signal
for new Donald Trump stock no one is talking about.

“This little-known
Trump venture could
deliver profits of
500% or more in
18 months”
—James Rapholz
Editor and Publisher, James L. Rapholz’s Economic Advice
Independent authority on free market economics

Donald Trump himself has forged a quiet deal with a
little-known company that could make you a profit of 500%
• A company that will be the major publicity arm of virtually EVERY Trump
brand and venture. See page 4.
• A company that has targeted a major social trend that is a virtual international
mania involving billions of dollars. See page 7.
• A company that cleverly does NOT use the powerful Trump name, but will be
on the lips of every pundit before too long. See page 3.

3907 N. Federal Hwy #185
Pompano Beach, FL 33064-9889
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